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Citizens’ Advisory Committee (CAC)
MINUTES - DRAFT
Tuesday, December 13, 2011
5:30 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
1155 Market Street, 4th Floor
Members:
Alex Lantsberg – Chair
Doug Cain
Walt Farrell
Terrence Jones
Dairo Romero

Stephen Bjorgan
Donald R. Carmignani
Richard T. Hansen
Mike Marshall

Jessica Patricia Buendia
Jennifer Clary
Art Jensen
Jeanne McKinney

Staff Liaisons: Jean Walsh and Teresa Young
ORDER OF BUSINESS
1. Call to order - Chair Lantsberg called the meeting to order at 05:36 p.m. when the panel
achieved quorum.
Roll Call: Present: A.Lantsberg; D.Cain; W.Farrell; D.Carmignani; J.Buendia; T.Jones;
J.Clary; R.Hansen; M.Marshall; S.Bjorgan; J.McKinney
Absent: A.Jensen; D.Romero
2. Approval of the October 2011 meeting minutes
J.Clary moved; M.Marshall seconded. Minutes approved by acclamation.
3. Public Comment – No public comment.
4. Report from the Chair
Last meeting of the year. Election of new Chair later on today. CAC membership
status: 3 mayoral and 1 supervisor (D4) vacancies.
Welcome Jeanne McKinney, new CAC member for District 8.
5. Staff Update – J.Walsh

Today, the Commission approved a 4 year rate increase to General Fund departments
for power. The Commission also approved a Clean Power measure, which is an
important next step of CCA. The measure focuses on rate setting and program design
and the Commission approved the contract to go forward with the power exchange with
Shell Energy North.
6. Discussion and Possible Action: Resolution: SFPUC budget payments to

other City agencies
J.Clary: Resolution not from Water subcommittee, because they have to notice when
action is written up. Water subcommittee had a presentation about budget payouts
SFPUC makes to other City departments totaling about $50M a year. Some budget
items include: street sweeping, human rights commission, etc. What is the nexus here?
J.Clary: Many things going out to budget expenditures to other departments, while at
the same time we are seeing rate increases in the future to pay for needed infrastructure
repairs and operations and maintenance. Understand City has deficit, but SFPUC also
has one. Rather than balance the budget on enterprise departments, we want them to
understand and accept they have the same problems as SFPUC. Suggestion to freeze
the total amount of what they have to pay to other City departments.
M.Marshall: Don’t need to include other line items. Suggestion to remove reference to
urban forestry. Direct correlations between planting street trees and water enterprise.
J.Clary: Agree that there is a correlation, but would like to see that quantified in the
future. Will take that part out.
R.Hansen: Concur with J.Clary to challenge these things. Would like to see the entire
list from resolution.
J.Clary: Will forward that to R.Hansen.
T.Jones: Met with E.Harrington. Discussed developing resolutions that get results.
Sometimes resolutions don’t come across clear and easy to understand. E.Harrington
volunteered to have staff help clarify CAC intentions, making resolutions more
readable and easily digestible by SFPUC, BOS, and Mayor.
J.Clary: Difficulty is that this was under a timeline. Perhaps subcommittee liaison can
run it by SFPUC staff to wordsmith.
J.Buendia: Do we think it’s necessary to single out these enterprise departments? Only
asking because I don’t know the relationship between SFPUC and human rights
commission.
J.Clary: Included these departments because I thought this was a high $ amount.
Enterprise departments pay higher rates than GF departments and tend to get extra
charges because it’s a way to balance the budget. What Prop E did was order the City
to stop siphoning money from Power fund to General Fund. Back door reimbursement
to General Fund departments? Great, but keep an eye out especially when rates go
higher.
J.McKinney: Are these all services that SFPUC is buying from other departments?
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J.Clary: Yes, services such as compliance, DPW, City Attorney’s Office, etc. We also have a
shrinking budget. Might have more expenses, but lower water use. Increase budget by increased
rates. Shrinking budget – must balance. Need more money in one area, budget will need to be
reduced elsewhere. Don’t want to target anything, but will remove targeted areas to make intent
more concise.
Chair Lantsberg: Friendly amendment suggestion. Remove $50M point, and second resolve to urge
BOS to request supervisors’ budget analyst to produce report detailing the nexus between these
charges and SFPUC charges.
R.Hansen accepted amendment. J.Clary accepted amendments. Friendly amendments approved by
acclamation.
Public Comment: David Pilpel introduced himself as a Member of the Public, Wastewater
Subcommittee.
D.Pilpel: Was also going to suggest “nexus” language. Suggestion to urge the SFPUC staff to create
explanations in further of nexus… and ask BOS analyst to review it. Suggestion to bear in mind
sensitivity of other resolution (to be discussed) and increased power rates that was passed by
Commission.
Chair Lantsberg accepted amendments. R.Hansen accepted amendments.
D.Cain moved; R.Hansen seconded. Resolution approved with friendly amendment by acclamation.
7. Discussion and Possible Action: Resolution: Power Rate Increases to City
General Fund Departments
D.Cain: Commissioners agreed to a half cent increase over four years. CAC needs to
show more political will. Larger purpose of CAC is to reach out to districts and other
stakeholders to let them know CAC wants to take on issues that are going to impact
their “lives”, rates, budgets, etc.
D.Cain: Asking in this resolution to charge more than what BOS have agreed. Without
these rates going up, we don’t get energy efficiency programs, energy conservation
programs, CCA program, etc. This issue will come up to the Board of Supervisors in
January.
J.Clary moved. R.Hansen seconded for discussion.
J.Clary: Question to clarify – not the cost of service, but cost of everything above
service from other departments. Cost of delivering service to GF departments was
greater than what they’re being charged. Want to get money from GF departments for
these programs?
D.Cain: No, that’s not the intent. In the interest of avoiding confusion, happy to
change/amend language. Can remove second paragraph.
J.Clary: Say revenues generated by this Enterprise are used to fund these programs and
are instead used to subsidize City departments. Tell BOS this is a choice they’re
making and not have it both ways.
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Chair Lantsberg: Agrees with that clarification. Charter mandates that we not transfer
funds.
D.Cain: Associate Budget Director came to subcommittee meeting and was not sure.
Need a call from the City Attorney to clarify.
R.Hansen: Resolution would be strengthened by some estimate of what the differential
is annually – actual cost of providing power. Wants to see $19M included.
Chair Lantsberg: If it doesn’t violate letter of the law, it does violate spirit of the law.
J.McKinney: If departments start paying real cost of service, can become more energy
efficient.
D.Cain: Prop 218 requires city agencies to pay for water used. Same concept should be
applied to power.
T.Jones: One issue brought up in subcommittee meeting: SF’s the only city in CA that
provides own power and doesn’t charge market rate to other city agencies. Analyst
should look at whether this is a true statement. Are we the only City that subsidizes
power to schools and other enterprise agencies? Put it in as a cost of service or so it
appears that SF is the only city that subsidizes.
Chair Lantsberg: Can we agree to take J.McKinney’s suggestion charging below cost
of service discourages conservation?
J.Clary: First whereas to add deficit piece. Add second whereas about discouraging
conservation. Add one more whereas clause that W.Farrell mentioned about
maintenance and delaying capital projects.
J.Buendia: Encourage to keep specific initiatives on there. First time (for me) listing
out initiatives of power enterprise. Clarifies what the actual agenda is of this enterprise.
Public comment: D.Pilpel: Find a way to get to cost of service. Suggested some
language in resolution to first whereas about to Power Enterprise charging lower than
cost of service to several GF departments, effectively subsidizing those departments,
possibly in violation of the City charter. Second whereas suggestion: this creates a
disincentive for departments to conserve. Practical effect on those departments. Keep in
the second whereas. Third whereas: Take what’s on the second and move it. SFPUC is
unable to fully fund energy efficiency programs, etc. and necessary capital projects.
Last whereas: where SFPUC had just approved increases…, then CAC fully supports
this effort to move towards full cost recovery of power rates and urges Mayor and BOS
to sustain those rate changes.
Chair Lantsberg: Any objection to J.Clary writing this with D.Cain? No.
<J.Clary and D.Cain worked on editing resolution>
Resolution supported by acclamation with amendments. J.Clary to write cover letter to send to
Commission.
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8. Election of New Officers: Nominations received for CAC officers: Chair:
Terrence Jones; Vice Chair: Jennifer Clary (secretary), Stephen Bjorgan.
D.Cain nominated T.Jones for Chair. Chair Lantsberg seconded.
Public comment: D.Pilpel in support of T.Jones as Chair.
Votes for T.Jones as incoming Chair (2 year term): R.Hansen; D.Carmignani;
D.Cain; M.Marshall; J.Buendia; W.Farrell; J.McKinney; T.Jones; J.Clary; S.Bjorgan;
Chair Lantsberg.
D.Cain nominated J.Clary for Vice Chair. R.Hansen seconded. J.Clary declined, would
rather be secretary.
Chair Lantsberg nominated S.Bjorgan for Vice Chair. D.Cain seconded.
Vote for S.Bjorgan as incoming Vice Chair: R.Hansen; D.Carmignani; D.Cain;
M.Marshall; J.Buendia; W.Farrell; J.McKinney; T.Jones; J.Clary; S.Bjorgan; Chair
Lantsberg.
Vote for J.Clary as incoming Secretary: R.Hansen; D.Carmignani; D.Cain;
M.Marshall; J.Buendia; W.Farrell; J.McKinney; T.Jones; S.Bjorgan; Chair Lantsberg.
9. Subcommittee Reports
a. Water – Jennifer Clary
Met and talked about budget. Have a conflict for meeting in January.
Someone else will chair the Water subcommittee meeting.
b. Power – Doug Cain
Asked for next meeting to have discussion about broadband power
line. Google is in Kansas City electric in competition with local
Comcast and AT&T.
c. Wastewater – Terrence Jones
From last meeting – End of minutes included a summary that could
easily be dropped into the report. Had a list of meetings of various
topics. Looked through these items and came up with agenda items,
aggregated items to a top 10 list; ranked choice voting for top 2 items.
Most important topic was the budget. Going to discuss that during next
meeting.
Getting presentation items earlier and bringing questions.
Would like to do retreat with CAC.
M.Marshall: Suggestion to look at what the Commission agendas are and possibly to be
a part of the retreats (August).
J.Clary: Each enterprise asked a question to the Commission during the retreat. CAC
can also provide input on those questions.
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D.Cain: Need to know who are the executors of these action items and reach out to
them.
T.Jones: Go back to who appointed you and ask if they have anything going on. Report
it back here.
Public comment: D.Pilpel: Important at committee level and CAC to incorporate both
on what staff is working on and heading to the Commission, as well as CAC what
members are working on. Find the right time to be working on something. The
Commission intends to develop policy on rates because of the power rate issues but
also water and sewer that takes into account four items: affordability, compliance, etc.
Suggestion for Commission to share draft policy with CAC for discussion.
10. Announcements/Comments
M.Marshall: Motion to thank Chair Lantsberg.
R.Hansen: Extend that thanks to outgoing officers.
J.Walsh informed CAC members that there was a memo written to the Commission
and General Manager by AGM of Water Steve Ritchie about main break in South San
Francisco.
11. Adjournment – Meeting adjourned at 7:01 p.m. Chair Lantsberg moved to
adjourn. D.Cain seconded.
ACTION ITEMS:
o

J.Clary to forward amended resolutions to CAC members.

o

J.Clary to write cover letter for resolutions to Commission.
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